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Abstract.
In ITER and DEMO, various control objectives related to plasma control

must be simultaneously achieved by the plasma control system (PCS), in both
normal operation as well as off-normal conditions. The PCS must act on off-
normal events and deviations from the target scenario, since certain sequences
(chains) of events can precede disruptions. It is important that these decisions
are made while maintaining a coherent prioritization between the real-time control
tasks to ensure high-performance operation.

In this paper, a generic architecture for task-based integrated plasma control is
proposed. The architecture is characterized by the separation of state estimation,
event detection, decisions and task execution among different algorithms, with
standardized signal interfaces. Central to the architecture are a plasma state
monitor and supervisory controller. In the plasma state monitor, discrete events
in the continuous-valued plasma state are modeled using finite state machines.
This provides a high-level representation of the plasma state. The supervisory
controller coordinates the execution of multiple plasma control tasks by assigning
task priorities, based on the finite states of the plasma and the pulse schedule.

These algorithms were implemented on the TCV digital control system and
integrated with actuator resource management and existing state estimation
algorithms and controllers. The plasma state monitor on TCV can track a
multitude of plasma events, related to plasma current, rotating and locked
neoclassical tearing modes, and position displacements.

In TCV experiments on simultaneous control of plasma pressure, safety
factor profile and NTMs using electron cyclotron heating (ECH) and current
drive (ECCD), the supervisory controller assigns priorities to the relevant control
tasks. The tasks are then executed by feedback controllers and actuator
allocation management. This work forms a significant step forward in the ongoing
integration of control capabilities in experiments on TCV, in support of tokamak
reactor operation.
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1. Introduction

In long-pulse scenarios in tokamak reactors, multi-
ple plasma quantities such as current, shape, kinetic
profiles, impurities and various magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) activity need to be controlled simultaneously in
real time [1–3]. The plasma conditions must stay at the
target references despite unknown or unpredictable dis-
turbances such as MHD activity or actuator/diagnostic
failure. It is envisioned that multiple feedback con-
trollers will operate simultaneously to each control a
subset of the relevant plasma quantities [4, 5].

What are the requirements for the plasma control
system (PCS) for a tokamak reactor? First, the
PCS should execute the pulse schedule during plasma
operations. Second, the PCS should decide which
plasma quantities must be controlled subject to not
only the pulse schedule but also to the state of the
plasma and the machine. Third, unforeseen events
(such as MHD activity, exceeding operational limits,
and deviations from the target scenario, see [3, 6])
must be suppressed, controlled or mitigated by the
PCS [4, 7, 8] to maintain plasma performance and
stability. If suppression of instabilities or rejection of
disturbances is not possible, the PCS must decide on
future action, e.g. pursue a lower performance target
or initiate an emergency ramp-down.

By definition, a reactor will have limited actuator
park, and it is therefore foreseen that actuators will be
shared between the controllers that execute the various
control tasks [3]. For example, NBI, ICRH and EC
systems provide heating and current drive (H&CD),
allowing control of the plasma pressure, the safety
factor profile and the MHD modes [9, 10]. Depending
on the plasma state and actuator availability, not all
control objectives may be achieved simultaneously, so
the PCS must prioritize the control tasks and allocate
actuation resources to the tasks [3].

In present day tokamak control systems, the
integration of various plasma controllers and plasma
supervision for the internal plasma quantities is
expanding. Although advanced control of e.g. pressure
and shape is done routinely, the real-time decision-
making is uncommon.

Often, individual control algorithms are developed
and used for specific experiments, and are not operated
simultaneously with other controllers. Significant re-
search has recently been conducted towards real-time
control of multiple quantities simultaneously; for in-

stance at TCV [11–14], DIII-D [15–17] and in sim-
ulations for ITER [18]. While these represent im-
portant steps towards integrated plasma control, they
lack dedicated task coordination logic for actuator
sharing management among multiple (different) con-
trollers. Furthermore, significant work has been done
at ASDEX-Upgrade in switching actuation resources
between multiple controllers for simultaneous pressure
and NTM control [19]. While this marks a major step
in integrated control, the resource switching is hard-
coded for the intended experiment, based on a sin-
gle trigger. Accommodating additional functionality
in a specific implementation often requires substantial
rewriting of existing code. Moreover, in present-day
practice, signals of (combinations of) individual diag-
nostics are used to trigger specific control/event han-
dling algorithms. While recent research on real-time
off-normal event handling on DIII-D and KSTAR [20]
provides the required real-time decision-making, this
linked individual diagnostics to specific event handling
algorithms and actuators. The links between diagnos-
tics and event handling are done in an ad-hoc fash-
ion, and a modification of the event triggering logic re-
quires manual adjustments of the control code. Also,
algorithms are difficult to port from one tokamak to
another since they depend on specific diagnostics and
actuators.

Instead, it is desirable to have a generic
architecture separating

• the estimation of the full generic plasma state from
tokamak-specific diagnostics,

• the detection of events in the plasma (or tokamak
subsystems) based on the generic state description
rather than specific diagnostic signals, and

• the decision logic on how to respond to these
events,

as is also elaborated in [3]. This allows for program-
ming arbitrary decisions based on combinations of mul-
tiple events.

The PCS of future tokamaks is responsible for
high-level discharge supervision, meaning segment
scheduling, managing control objectives, but also off-
normal event handling. It is important to note
that these functionalities must be performed in real-
time for long pulse scenarios, as opposed to inter-
discharge decision-making common in today’s tokamak
experiments. The requirements for the supervisory
control come from the quantities that should either be
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controlled, or the quantities that should be monitored
since the PCS should respond to them. Also, the set
of requirements is different for a small and flexible
experimental tokamak like TCV (operated in many
different scenarios with different experimental needs
on a day), than for a long-pulse experiments like
ITER (performing a few scenarios for exploration)
or a reactor like DEMO (performing one scenario).
Because of the inherent physics coupling between many
plasma quantities, information of the full plasma state
is needed for real-time control decisions. It is desirable
to centralize all high-level plasma decisions so that
decisions may be taken by a single algorithm that
has the maximally available information about the
plasma and the relevant tokamak subsystems [7? ].
Here, high-level relates to the integrated operation and
coordination across all plasma control objectives and
algorithms, as opposed to the low-level operation of
individual control algorithms and hardware control.

The aim of this paper is twofold. First, a con-
ceptual framework for integrated control of tokamak
plasmas employing full plasma state monitoring and
supervisory control is presented. Second, this plasma
state monitor and the supervisory controller is imple-
mented at TCV and applied to experimental simulta-
neous MHD and kinetic profile control with real-time
decisions based on the NTM state.

The conceptual framework has an architecture
that is characterized by a strict separation between:

(i) a suite of reconstruction algorithms for the plasma
and actuator states,

(ii) a finite-state machine representation for the
monitoring of these states,

(iii) a centralized supervisory controller for enabling
and prioritizing control tasks, and

(iv) the algorithms responsible for the execution of
the control tasks, being (feedback) controllers and
actuation resource management.

The ordering in the above list is intentional: each
component sequentially feeds information into the
next. In Figure 1, we show a diagram of several high-
level software components in a PCS, corresponding to
the above list.

One aim of the real-time state monitoring is to
automate the offline analysis of plasma events, such as
carried out in [6, 22], for the purpose of plasma control.
The result of high-level decisions executed by the
supervisory controller consists of the real-time enabling
prioritized control tasks, subject to the plasma state
and available resources. Each control task represents
a specific objective that a (feedback) control algorithm
should accomplish in the plasma (see [21]). Yet, the
control task does not contain explicit directives on
how a controller must execute this task, such as which

Figure 1. Block diagram of (a selection of) envisioned high-
level PCS functionalities. Besides standard feedback control
loops, plasma state monitoring and supervision provide high-
level decisions regarding multiple control tasks. Moreover, an
actuator management algorithm dynamically assigns actuators
to controllers, see [21]. These components for pulse supervision
and control were also defined in [3, 5]. However, in this paper
and in [21], signal interfaces for integrated control are defined
explicitly.

actuators and control laws to use. The control task is
therefore per definition tokamak-agnostic.

The development and application of the architec-
ture at TCV is a collaborative effort. This paper deals
primarily with the plasma state monitoring and super-
visory controller, as the (compatible) actuator manager
and interfaces to feedback controllers and actuators
are reported in [21]. One of the difficulties encoun-
tered during development, implementation and inte-
gration of these complex integrated control algorithms
on the TCV control system [23] is that existing input-
output signal interfaces were different among various
controllers. This proved to be impractical and con-
fusing, particularly while asserting genericity and an-
ticipating future expansions of the control capabilities.
Therefore, all signal interfaces between the finite-state
machine models, the supervisory controller, the actua-
tor management algorithm and the control algorithms
are standardized [21]. This provides ease of develop-
ment and scalability to additional actuators and con-
trol algorithms. The standardization defines the signal
dimensions, as well as their meaning in terms of either
tokamak-agnostic quantities (e.g. kinetic profiles, ECH
deposited power and deposition location) or tokamak-
specific quantities (e.g. ECE data, power supply volt-
ages and mirror angles of EC launchers).

The remainder of this paper is structured as
follows: in Section 2, the generic software architecture
containing the state estimation, state monitor and
supervisory control algorithms is discussed. The
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generic design of the state monitor and the supervisory
controller are described in Section 3 and Section 4,
respectively. In Section 5, the implementation
of the state monitor and supervisory controller on
TCV’s control system, as well as results of finite
state monitoring on TCV discharges are presented.
Experimental results with the application of the
supervisory control in a TCV discharge are presented.
The results of the latter sections are discussed in
Section 6. Finally, conclusions and an outlook are given
in Section 7.

2. Generic plasma control system software
architecture

In this section, the proposed architecture for integrated
plasma control on a PCS is presented and motivated.
This architecture facilitates simultaneous execution of
multiple control tasks using multiple actuators. It
is characterized by a strict separation of components
based on their functionality as well as their degree
of independence to the specifics of the tokamak
diagnostics and actuators. First, the concept of
control tasks is explained and their usage for handling
multiple control tasks is motivated. Second, the
proposed control system architecture is discussed. In
particular, the functionality and input-output signals
of the software components that are described in this
paper are highlighted. Last, the design choice of
using tokamak-agnostic signal interfaces between the
algorithms is motivated.

2.1. Task-based supervisory control

In order to facilitate real-time prioritization of multiple
control objectives, an abstraction of the representation
of these objectives is proposed, called control tasks. As
explained in more detail in [21], a control task is defined
as a specific objective that should be accomplished
in the plasma. Examples of various control tasks
are fusion burn control, confinement mode control,
NTM suppression, NTM preemption, sawtooth pacing,
safety factor profile control and impurity removal
control. The supervisory control algorithm enables and
prioritizes each control task, based on the discharge
time, pulse schedule, the state of the plasma as well as
the state of the actuators. These priorities represent
the (relative) importance of the tasks.

The design choice of abstracting the task
execution to facilitate the coordination of integrated
plasma control and exception handling has several
advantages compared to existing solutions. These are:

• the supervisory decision logic on task priorities
may be designed and interpreted more easily, since
these decisions do not involve the specifics of the
task execution by the responsible controller,

• the tasks are generic and similar among different
tokamaks, such that the generic supervisory
controller may be used for different devices,

• different feedback controllers may be used in-
terchangeably for a given control task, without
changing the supervisory logic,

• since functionalities (e.g. state estimation, task de-
cision logic and task execution) are disentangled
and reside in different algorithms with generalized
input-output interfaces, the algorithms may be de-
veloped separately. This enhances interchange-
ability and portability of algorithms.

Ultimately, these priorities are taken into account
by the actuator management algorithm, which assigns
the scarce actuators to the tasks. These latter tasks are
executed by controller algorithms given the assigned
resources. In the actuator manager, the priorities are
used as input to an optimization problem, together
with factors such as actuator availability, (possibly
conflicting) requirements, and actuation requests from
controllers, to assign actuation resources to each
task. Examples of such optimization algorithms are
presented in [21, 24, 25].

Still, while the supervisory controller determines
the priority of tasks, it does not produce explicit
commands and directives on how the controllers must
accomplish this task, e.g. which specific actuators
and control laws to use. This abstraction of the
objectives decouples the design of the supervisory
control algorithm from the specifics of the task
execution, which is handled by the controllers. When
enabled, each control task will be executed by one
(feedback) controller algorithm.

2.2. Control system software architecture

Different architectures for real-time supervisory control
and actuator allocation are possible [24]. Although
distributed supervisory control among the controllers
is more easy to design for local optimality, they
may take decisions that are globally contradictory or
counterproductive. For instance, for the suppression
of NTMs using ECH it may be needed to temporarily
reduce the plasma kinetic pressure, overriding the
normal reference for a pressure controller. In
contrast, all decision-making can be merged in a
single centralized supervisory controller, avoiding
contradictory actions by consistent globally optimal
decision-making. In this work, the latter centralized
supervisor is considered.

In Figure 2, a block diagram of the software
components and signals is presented, which includes
three layers. These layers, the software components,
their functions and their input and output signals are
introduced next.
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the generic architecture of a plasma control system. This architecture facilitates event detection,
integrated control, exception handling and actuator sharing. All signals in the tokamak-agnostic layer are defined in terms of
generic quantities, while algorithms in the interface layer form the boundary between the tokamak-agnostic and tokamak-specific
signal quantities.

2.2.1. Tokamak-agnostic signal definitions between
algorithms The components seen in Figure 2 are
grouped among three distinct layers, namely a
tokamak-specific layer , an interface layer and a
tokamak-agnostic layer . Algorithms in the interface
layer form the boundary between the signals from
device-specific hardware (e.g. the diagnostics and
actuators in the tokamak-specific layer) and signals
in the tokamak-agnostic layer . The algorithms in
the tokamak-agnostic layer are characterized by an
input-output interface where signals are defined in
terms of plasma states (e.g. kinetic profiles, equilibrium
and MHD states) and actuation resource signals
(e.g. injected heating power and deposition location in
terms of normalized radius), rather than device-specific
diagnostics signals (e.g. ECE data, line-integrated
density) and device-specific actuator signals (e.g. power
supply voltages, EC mirror angles). In [21], the
architecture and the design choices for these software
layers are further motivated.

2.2.2. Plasma and actuator state reconstruction As
introduced in Section 1, a single unified representation
of the physical state of the plasma and actuators is
chosen in order for a single centralized agent to make

decisions about all control tasks, as well as providing
the plasma state to all controller algorithms for the
purpose of feedback control.

The state of a system consists of the (smallest)
set of (internal) physical quantities that describe the
dynamical evolution in time of the system. The choice
of what quantities are represented in the state depend
on the level of detail required for the application. For
typical control tasks on tokamaks, the state of the
plasma and tokamak is roughly represented by the
plasma equilibrium, the currents in the conducting
structures, all kinetic and magnetic profiles (including
fast ions or runaway electrons), the presence, type and
amplitude of MHD modes, the availability of actuator
systems, and angles of movable mirrors and waveguide
switches. These are chosen because they are the
typical quantities that a control system may attempt
to manipulate or may need to react to, and are generic
for all tokamaks. The representation of this state in
the control system software is a parametrization of this
physical state.

Note that it may or may not be possible to
reconstruct the full state of the plasma based on
diagnostic measurements, depending on the quality
and quantity of diagnostic signals, as well as the
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modeling understanding of the underlying physics that
determine the state evolution. This is discussed in
more detail in [26, 27].

All algorithms that estimate the continuous real-
valued state of the plasma and actuators based on the
specific diagnostic and actuator signals are grouped
in the plasma and actuator state reconstruction.
The state reconstruction algorithms are typically
equilibrium reconstruction (e.g. EFIT [28] and RT-
LIUQE [29]), MHD analysis (e.g. [30, 31]), profile
estimators (e.g. the RAPTOR-observer [27, 32]), ray-
tracing codes (e.g. RT-TORBEAM [33]), and more.
The resulting state contains the estimates of kinetic
profiles, equilibrium, MHD states, absorbed auxiliary
heating power, actuator state, among others. This is
the common state fed to all other algorithms.

2.2.3. Plasma state monitor Since the decisions
about control tasks are taken in the supervisory
controller based on discrete assessments of the
condition of the plasma, a translation of the continuous
representation of the state (e.g. values of physical
quantities) to a discrete representation is made. In the
plasma state monitor, this discrete state representation
is formed using finite state machines (see [34])
representing the state of the plasma and the actuators
at every time step during a plasma discharge. The
finite state machines represent all the states of the
plasma that the PCS should respond to or control.
In Section 3, the plasma state monitor is discussed in
more detail.

2.2.4. Supervisory controller The supervisory con-
troller is responsible for all real-time decision-making
regarding the coordination of all control tasks, as is
also mentioned in [5, 7? ].

The proposed supervisory controller has explicitly
defined inputs and output signal interfaces to other
algorithms in the PCS. It produces the task priorities,
the task activation as well as quantities specific to eask
task (e.g. references, parameter settings), based on the
discrete state of the plasma and the pulse schedule.
These task priorities form the basis on which actuators
are allocated in real time to the control tasks and
their executing control algorithms. In Section 4, the
proposed supervisory controller is discussed more in
detail.

2.2.5. Actuator manager, actuator interface and
controller algorithms An actuator management algo-
rithm (e.g. [21, 24, 25]) assigns the available actuation
resources (in terms of heating power, current drive, fu-
elling) to the control tasks, based on the task priority,
actuator availability and requests from controller algo-
rithms. A set of (feedback) controllers is responsible

for the execution of the tasks, using the assigned ac-
tuation resources. The focus of this work is on the
plasma state estimation and monitoring, and super-
visory control. The design of a compatible actuator
manager and the interface to controller algorithms and
actuator hardware can be found in [21].

3. Design of a generic plasma state monitor

In this section, the architecture and design of a full
plasma state monitor, containing finite-state models,
are presented. These models are tokamak-agnostic,
meaning that they can represent the state of any
tokamak plasma. Plasma states and events (such as
those in [6, 22]) are formalized using the concept of
finite state machines (FSM) [34].

The list of FSMs needed to represent a tokamak
plasma for the purpose of real-time control and event
handling should be dictated by requirements. The
required FSMs are determined by the quantities that
need to be controlled or the events that should
be monitored since the PCS may need to respond
to them (e.g. limit violations, deviations from the
target scenario, hardware faults). This list poses
requirements on which plasma quantities should
be estimated in real time and their reconstruction
accuracy. The required quantities will be the
confinement mode, detachment state, proximity of
quantities (e.g. current, q95, internal inductance,
shape parameters, pressure, density, rotation, NTM
amplitude and frequency, locked mode amplitude and
phase) to their respective physics and operational
limits, deviations of the controlled quantities from their
references/targets, among others.

In general, each plasma state or set of physically
related states that the PCS should respond to is
modeled by a single FSM. Discrete quantities such as
confinement mode (ohmic, L-mode, ELMy H-mode,
quiescent H-mode) and number of X-points may be
directly represented by FSMs. In line with modular
modeling practice [34, 35], each FSM should represent
one quantity (or component) and be as small as
possible (atomic), avoiding unnecessary large FSMs
which could be divided in sub-FSMs. This prevents
redundancy among the FSMs. The combination (or
synchronous composition, see [34]) of all individual
FSMs represents the full system.

As an example, the finite state machine for the
rotational frequency of a 2/1 mode, which may be
indicative of the mode locking, is depicted in Figure 3
and is further detailed in Section 3.2. Its transition
conditions are listed in Table 1.

A number of FSMs representing the plasma may
be considered for the purpose of integrated plasma
control. In Table 2, an overview of finite state machines
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Table 2. Non-exhaustive list of finite state machines F that should be considered for representing a tokamak plasma for the purpose
of control and event handling, with signals u used for the state transitions. Note that duplicates for different m/n numbers of MHD
modes are listed.

Finite state machine F name States S Used input signals from u

Plasma current segment • no plasma,
• ramp-up,
• flat-top,
• ramp-down

measured plasma current IP and time
derivative d

dt
IP

Mode amplitude m/n={2/1,
3/1, 3/2}

• nomode,
• small,
• large

mode amplitude A(m/n)NTM

Mode frequency m/n={2/1,
3/1, 3/2}

• locked,
• slow,
• fast

mode frequency f(m/n)NTM, mode
amplitude A(m/n)NTM and locked
mode amplitude A(n)LM

Mode acceleration m/n={2/1,
3/1, 3/2}

• locking,
• stationary,
• unlocking

NTM acceleration d
dt
f(m/n)NTM and

locked mode amplitude A(n)LM

Locked mode amplitude n =
{1, 2, 3}

• noLM,
• LM

locked mode amplitude A(n)LM

Position error (slow/static):
vertical and radial

• negative displ.,
• no displ.,
• positive displ.

vertical and radial position error ZA,e,
RA,e

Position oscillations: vertical
and radial

• no oscillations,
• oscillatory

vertical and radial position oscillation
amplitude AZ,osc, AR,osc

Vertical displacement event • no VDE,
• VDE

vertical displacement indicator
ZA,e

d
dt
ZA,e

Greenwald density limit ratio • below limit,
• close to limit,
• above limit

Greenwald fraction fGW

Electron density control error • below control specification,
• close to zero,
• above control specification

electron density error ne,ref − ne

Confinement mode • ohmic,
• L-mode,
• I-mode,
• ELMy H-mode
• quiescent H-mode

auxiliary heating power, H-mode de-
tection, ELM frequency, electron den-
sity profile ne(ρ), electron temperature
profile Te(ρ)

Detachment mode • no detachment,
• marginally detached,
• detached

detachment detection, detachment
front location

Sawtooth frequency • no ST,
• slow ST,
• fast ST

sawtooth frequency fST

Current density profile class • inductive,
• hybrid,
• reverse-shear

normalized magnetic shear s = ρ
q
∂q
∂ρ

Internal transport barrier loca-
tion

• no ITB,
• ITB collocated with qmin location,
• ITB non-collocated with qmin location

electron temperature profile gradient
∂Te
∂ρ

, current density profile q(ρ)

Thermal radiation • close to expected radiation,
• excessive radiation,
• core radiative collapse

radiated power fraction, electron tem-
perature gradient, tungsten density
profile

F , their states S and their input signals u is given.
This table provides an initial set of plasma states
which should be used for decision-making in integrated
plasma control. Yet, the table is in no way complete
or exhaustive. FSMs for additional plasma quantities
may be added, for example for (low) plasma rotation,
(excessive) tile temperature at strike point locations,
MHD mode classification ((neoclassical) tearing mode,
resistive wall mode, external kink, etc) and normalized
beta limit proximity and violation. In Figure 4, the

input signals u and output signals Y of the plasma
state monitor, which contains the finite state machines,
are depicted. These FSMs are briefly introduced next.

3.1. Plasma current segment

A simple set of discharge segment labels are consid-
ered in this work, namely the ramp-up, flat-top, ramp-
down, as well as the absence of plasma. The obser-
vation of these discharge phases may be important for
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Figure 4. Block diagram of the generic plasma state monitor. Only the signals that can be estimated in real time on TCV at
present are listed, which is a subset of those listed in Table 2. See Section 5 for the set of signals and FSMs that are implemented
on TCV.

Figure 3. The finite state machine representation of the 2/1
mode frequency. The transitions are triggered on conditional
tests, specified in Table 1. These state transitions are triggered
on the estimated 2/1 mode amplitude and frequency, as well
as the estimated n = 1 locked mode amplitude. The dashed
arrow indicates the initially active state. An non-exhaustive list
of required finite state machines, their states and input signals
are given in the respective columns of Table 2.

enabling control tasks. For instance, fusion power pro-
duction may only be initiated in a reactor once the
plasma is observed to be in flat-top and the current is
constant.

In this paper, it is chosen to derive the discharge
segment from the measured plasma current and its
time derivative. Thresholds tests on the sign and
absolute value of the time derivative of the plasma
current cue the transitions between the ramp-up, flat-
top or ramp-down states. The plasma is considered
absent when the absolute value of the measured plasma

Table 1. The conditions for the transitions of the finite state
machine in Figure 3. These transitions use the plasma state
signals f2/1mode, A2/1mode and An=1LM, see Table 2. Note that
small numbers εA and εf are added to the signal thresholds on
reciprocal transitions, e.g. FS and SF. The resulting hysteresis
prevents fast switching between states due to small signal
variations. Furthermore, the threshold values are chosen such

that f thresh,FS
2/1mode

> f thresh,SL
2/1mode

+ εf . Similar conditions are

formulated for all FSMs in Table 2.

Transition Conditional test

FS f2/1mode < f thresh,FS
2/1mode AND

A2/1mode > Athresh,FS
2/1mode + εA

SF f2/1mode > f thresh,FS
2/1mode + εf OR

A2/1mode < Athresh,FS
2/1mode

FL, SL f2/1mode < f thresh,SL
2/1mode OR

An=1LM > Athresh
n=1LM + εA

LF f2/1mode > f thresh,FS
2/1mode +εf AND

An=1LM < Athresh
n=1LM

LS f2/1mode > f thresh,SL
2/1mode +εf AND

f2/1mode < f thresh,FS
2/1mode +εf AND

An=1LM < Athresh
n=1LM

current is below a given threshold.
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3.2. Rotating modes

A number of states of rotating modes are considered,
being the magnetic perturbation amplitude, frequency
and rotational acceleration of the magnetic perturba-
tion. In this paper, the m/n=2/1, 3/1 and 3/2 modes
are considered, with separate finite state machines for
each mode and each of the aforementioned quantities,
see Table 2. The mode presence, i.e. an amplitude
labeled as ‘small’ or ‘large’ may be interpreted as ei-
ther the ‘MHD’ or ‘NTM’ events from [6], can lead
to a disruption. The mode acceleration, i.e. the
time derivative of its frequency, is considered since it
may be indicative (in combination with the frequency)
of mode locking and unlocking. In Figure 3, the fi-
nite state machine for the rotational frequency of a
2/1 mode is shown. Note that the ‘locked’ state in
the mode frequency FSMs corresponds to the ‘ML’ la-
bel in [6]. The FSMs for the modes require the re-
constructed continuous-valued magnetic perturbation
amplitude, frequency and acceleration of each of the
m/n modes as input signals.

In order to avoid redundancy among the FSMs,
only the mode amplitude FSM indicates the mode
presence. Recall that the combination (or synchronous
product [34]) of the finite state machines characterizes
the full system, thereby eliminating the need for
redundancy among atomic FSMs.

3.3. Locked modes

In this work, the presence of toroidally resolved
locked modes is considered, specifically the n =
{1, 2, 3} modes. A mode lock is often a precursor
to a disruption [6, 36], and its presence may require
an emergency rampdown in a reactor.Thresholds on
the magnetic perturbation amplitude determine the
transitions between the states listed in Table 2. The
presence of any locked mode corresponds to the ‘ML’
label in [6].

3.4. Plasma position displacements and oscillations

Concerning the plasma position, different states
and events may be considered, such as position
displacements with respect to their references, vertical
displacement events in disruptions, and plasma
position oscillations. The latter may occur in
TCV due to challenges in vertical stabilization
control. In a reactor, problems with plasma position
control may require a modification of the internal
inductance or elongation to avoid a disruption. A
vertical displacement event corresponds to the ‘VDE’
label, while the vertical position displacements and
oscillations are related to the ‘VSC’ (vertical stability
control problem) label in [6].

Threshold checks on the reconstructed position
errors w.r.t. the references, Zerr = Zreconstr − Zref

and Rerr = Rreconstr − Rref , determine the transitions
between the position displacement states listed in
Table 2. Threshold checks on the amplitude of
observed oscillations determine the transition between
the oscillation states. Moreover, threshold checks
on the multiplication Zerr

d
dtZerr indicates unstable

vertical displacement events seen in disruption, as is
also done in [22].

3.5. Plasma kinetic quantity deviations and limits

The proximity to and excursions of known operational
and physics limits related to kinetic quantities may
be used to trigger recovery actions. These limits
may include the Greenwald density limit, limits on
q95, and normalized kinetic pressure limits. Also,
deviations of controlled kinetic quantities w.r.t. their
references indicate control problems or indicate that
a controller is outside its designed operational space,
and may be used to trigger recovery actions [3].
Threshold checks on reconstructed (quantities derived
from) kinetic profiles may determine the transitions
between operational states.

4. Design of a generic supervisory controller

In this section, the supervisory control algorithm, as
mentioned in Section 2, is presented. The function
of the supervisory controller is to coordinate the
execution of various control objectives in the plasma.
The supervisory controller prioritizes the various
control tasks and activates the low-level controllers
responsible for executing the tasks. The priorities
are taken into account by the actuator management
system; they are an input to the merit function that
determines optimal allocations of actuation resources
to tasks. This output of the supervisory controller
depends on a combination of a preprogrammed
response in time, and on states observed in the plasma.
For example, the transition to high confinement mode
will be programmed by a feedforward waveform for
auxiliary heating power; while the observation of an
unexpected backtransition should prompt the PCS to
allocate additional resources for central heating power
or adapt the pressure reference.

4.1. Task-based coordination of controller algorithms

Each control task can be executed by one or more low-
level controllers. For example, the task for plasma
kinetic pressure control can be executed by either
pure feedforward control, or the combination of a
feedforward and feedback controller. A single low-
level controller may perform multiple control tasks,
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Table 3. Abstract examples of supervisory control decision
logic. The task activation conditions in the second column
are conditional tests on the discharge time t and the active
finite states Y , which were introduced in Section 3 and listed
in Table 2. If a condition holds, the priority is assigned to the
corresponding task. Different exclusive conditions may result in
different priorities for a task, as seen here for Task 1. Moreover,
in the case that a controller can execute one out of several tasks,
exclusive conditions among these activation conditions ensure
that only one task becomes active at a time. This is shown here
for Task 2 and 3.

Task Activation condition Priority

Task 1
y1 == state2 OR
y2 == state1

pTask1 = c1

y1 == state1 AND
y2 6= state1 AND
t1,1 < t < t1,2

pTask1 = c2

Task 2 y2 == state2 AND
t2,1 < t < t2,2

pTask2 = c3

Task 3 y2 6= state2 AND
t3,1 < t < t3,2

pTask3 = c4

although not necessarily simultaneously. Rules in the
supervisory controller ensure that only viable sets of
control tasks are activated at a time. For instance, we
consider the stabilization and preemption of one NTM
to be mutually exclusive: only one of these tasks can
be executed by the NTM controller simultaneously for
a given rational q surface. Mutual exclusive conditions
for the activation of these tasks impose that only one
is enabled at a time for a given rational q surface.

For each control task, the supervisory controller
executes a set of conditional logic expressions, which
depend on the active plasma states and the discharge
time. The outcome of each conditional expression
enables the task and assigns a priority to it, or disables
the task. As an example, Table 3 shows abstract
examples of decision rules in the proposed supervisory
controller.

4.2. Supervisory control outputs

The supervisory controller produces multiple outputs,
as shown in Figure 5. First, it produces the priority
for each control task, which is in the range [0, 1].
In the proposed framework, these priorities represent
the (relative) importance of tasks, and the values
are used by the actuator manager to determine an
optimal allocation of actuation resources to tasks [21].
When a given task priority is larger than zero, the
corresponding task is activated and the task execution
by the appropriate feedback control algorithm is
enabled.

Second, the supervisory controller activates the
controller algorithms if the discharge time is within a
pre-set activation time window. This allows a control

Figure 5. Block diagram of the input and output signals of
the supervisory controller. The indices of active finite states
originate from the plasma state monitor, discussed in Section 3.

algorithm to run in the background even if none of
its tasks are active and it is not in command of any
actuation. Last, the supervisory controller sends out a
number of signals and parameters that are specific to
each control task and are related to its execution. For
instance, for a plasma pressure control task, this may
include the reference signal for the controlled quantity,
while for NTM control tasks this may include the
q = m/n target and maximum heating power. Some
of these task-specific parameters are discussed in [21].

The supervisory input-output relation can be
formally expressed as a task priority function p =
gP(t, Y ) and a controller activation function a = gA(t).
Here, p ∈ P is the vector of control task priorities
where, P = [0, 1]

NT , NT is the number of control tasks,
and a ∈ A is the vector of controller activations, where
A = {off, on}NC and NC is the number of (feedback)
controllers. Furthermore, t is the discharge time and

Y =
[
y1 y2 . . . yNF

]T
is the column of all active

finite states.

4.3. Supervisory controller simulation

To illustrate the input-output behaviour, capabilities
and possibilities of the chosen architecture of the
supervisory controller, we present a simulation with
synthetic plasma state signals and a predefined set of
decision rules.

The input data consists of artificial signals of
appearing and disappearing rotating modes, both
m/n = 2/1 and 3/2 with varying amplitude and
rotational frequency. The supervisory control rules are
listed in Table 4 and represent the preprogrammed
response for kinetic pressure, safety factor profile
control, mode preemption and idle EC beam pointing
as well as the real-time response to observed rotating
modes. In this simulation example, the real-world
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Table 4. Decision logic for the simulation in Figure 6. Note that
all conditions belonging to the same task are mutually exclusive.

Control task Activation condi-
tion

Priority

2/1 mode
stabilization

2/1ampl==large
& 2/1freq==slow

p1 = 1

2/1ampl==small
& 2/1freq==slow

p1 = 0.9

2/1ampl==large
& 2/1freq==fast

p1 = 0.8

2/1ampl==small
& 2/1freq==fast

p1 = 0.7

2/1 mode pre-
emption

0.4 < t < 0.8 p2 = 0.5

2/1 surface point-
ing

1 < t < 3 p3 = 0.45

3/2 mode
stabilization

3/2ampl==large
& 3/2freq==slow

p4 = 0.95

3/2ampl==small
& 3/2freq==slow

p4 = 0.85

3/2ampl==large
& 3/2freq==fast

p4 = 0.75

3/2ampl==small
& 3/2freq==fast

p4 = 0.65

Kinetic pressure
control

0.35 < t < 1 p5 = 0.6

Safety profile
control

0.35 < t < 1 p6 = 0.3

problem of prioritizing the suppression and preemption
of modes versus kinetic pressure and q-profile control
is displayed. Specifically the case where the rotational
frequency and amplitude of the modes determines
their relative priority: although a 2/1 mode is more
important to suppress than a 3/2 mode, a sufficiently
small and fast 2/1 mode is less important to suppress
given limited resources than a slow, large 3/2 mode.

The decision rules internal to the supervisory
controller consider the amplitude and frequency of
two distinct NTMs, as well as time-based triggers,
to prioritize NC = 6 control tasks related to NTM,
pressure, and safety factor control. These rules are
listed in Table 4.

In Figure 6, we show the artificial plasma states
and resulting control task priorities from the simula-
tion. In this simulation example, the suppression of
two appearing and disappearing rotating modes is pri-
oritized over the scheduled tasks of pressure and safety
factor profile control.

5. Implementation and results on TCV

The plasma state monitor and the supervisory
controller have been implemented on the TCV digital

No_mode

Small

Large
Mode amplitude states 2/1 mode 3/2 mode

Locked

Slow

Fast
Mode rotational frequency states 2/1 mode 3/2 mode

Time [s]
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6

[A
.U

.]

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Control task priorities
2/1 mode stabilization
2/1 mode preemption 2/1 surface pointing
3/2 mode stabilization
Kinetic pressure control Safety factor profile control

Figure 6. Simulation of the supervisory controller with artificial
plasma state signals, illustrative of the supervisory control
possibilities. In the top two panels, synthetic rotating mode
state signals are given. In the other panel, the priorities for the
various control tasks are shown, computed using the decision
rules in Table 4. Note that depending on the amplitude and
frequency of the 2/1 and 3/2 mode, the supervisory controller
prioritizes the stabilization of either mode over the other.

control system [23] and used in experiments. In this
section, the implementation and interfacing to other
real-time algorithms is discussed, as well as results of
experiments on integrated control on TCV.

5.1. Implementation of the plasma state monitor and
supervisory controller on the TCV control system

The real-valued plasma state estimates, used in the
plasma state monitor described in Section 3, are
derived from various existing real-time reconstruction
algorithms on the TCV control system. These
algorithms and their outputs relevant to this work are:

• the rotating mode analysis based on singular value
decomposition [30, 37], producing the likelihoods
that the two most dominant modes have mode
number m/n=2/1, 3/2 or 3/1,

• a phase-locked loop, providing the rotating mode
frequency,

• the standard odd-n and even-n rotating mode
amplitudes,

• the real-time mode lock analysis, producing the
locked mode amplitude for n = 1, n = 2 and
n = 3,

• the real-time event detector [38], providing the
confinement mode and ELM frequency,

• the real-time equilibrium reconstruction code
LIUQE [29], producing the plasma current
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centroid position,
• the measurement of the plasma current, based

on spatial integration of magnetic probe measure-
ments surrounding the plasma (see [29]),

• the real-time EC raytracing code TORBEAM [33],
producing the power deposition locations of
injected EC beams,

• the RAPTOR-observer [26, 27], estimating the
electron temperature profile, safety factor profile
and derived quantities such as kinetic normalized
pressure and internal inductance,

• the RAPDENS-observer [39], estimating the
electron density profile.

In Figure 7, these reconstruction algorithms, additional
postprocessing and filtering blocks, the plasma state
monitor and the supervisory controller are shown, with
the relevant input and output signals.

Note that in this setup indeed the reconstruction
algorithms are specific to TCV, while the finite state
machines in the plasma state monitor contain no
details of TCV hardware and are truly tokamak-
agnostic. The FSMs in the plasma state monitor
are implemented using the MATLAB Stateflow
Toolbox [40]. The relevant computational node hosting
the plasma state monitor, supervisory controller and
actuator management runs at a cycle rate of 1kHz.

On the output side, the supervisory controller is
interfaced with the actuator manager [21] and ulti-
mately to individual controllers, being the interchange-
able profile controllers [11–14] and the NTM con-
troller [41]. Next, the postprocessing and interface of
the reconstruction algorithms to the plasma state mon-
itor, corresponding to the finite state machines that are
used in the results, are discussed.

5.1.1. Rotating mode analysis A rotating MHD anal-
ysis algorithm based on a singular value decomposition
(SVD), see [30, 37], is combined with a phase-locked
loop to provide information about rotating modes,
both using a set of in-vessel poloidal field coils.

The amplitude of odd-n and even-n rotating
modes is computed in the standard way by taking
the root mean square value of the difference and
sum of two toroidally opposed in-vessel poloidal field
coils, respectively. These amplitudes are low-pass
filtered with a cut-off frequency of 100Hz. Then,
a poloidal mode number is assigned to these odd-
n and even-n amplitudes yielding m/n numbers, by
selecting the maximum over the likelihoods that the
two most dominant rotating modes have mode numbers
m/n=2/1, 3/1 or 3/2. These likelihoods are provided
by the SVD-based algorithm.

Note that for the mode amplitude, we consider
the amplitude of the magnetic perturbation measured
at the coil locations. At present, there is no

reconstruction of the magnetic perturbation at the
location of the mode.

In this work, the rotating mode frequency is es-
timated by a phase-locked loop (PLL) [42]. It syn-
chronizes an oscillator to the most dominant periodic
component in an appropriate linear combination of
toroidally separated poloidal field coil signals. In TCV,
rotating modes appear in a wide frequency range up to
10kHz. The PLL is designed to estimate the mode fre-
quency in the range between 500Hz and 10kHz. In the
present implementation of the SVD-based analysis, a
zero-crossing detector provides an estimate of the ro-
tating mode frequency. Since the PLL does not rely
on zero-crossing detection, it is more robust to noise.
The resulting mode frequency is low-pass filtered at a
cut-off frequency of 100Hz to smooth over multiple pe-
riods of the mode. Similarly as above, a poloidal mode
number m is assigned to the estimated frequency by
selecting the maximum of the likelihoods. The mode
acceleration is computed by numerical derivation of the
mode frequency. Additional low-pass filtering at a cut-
off frequency of 50Hz is applied to reject the noise am-
plification caused by the numerical differentiation. The
reconstructed mode amplitude, frequency and acceler-
ation then feed to the FSMs for the rotating modes, as
discussed in Section 3.2.

5.1.2. Locked mode analysis A recently implemented
real-time mode lock indicator for toroidally resolved
mode numbers on TCV’s SCD is used [23]. The
amplitude of locked modes is computed in real time,
and is fed to the FSMs for locked modes, see
Section 3.3. Note that the computation yields the
magnetic perturbation amplitude at the coil locations.
There is no reconstruction of the physical mode
magnitude.

5.1.3. Equilibrium reconstruction and measured
plasma current The magnetic axis position is pro-
vided by real-time LIUQE [29] and is subtracted from
the reference position and low-pass filtered with a time
constant of 100ms. It is then fed to the position ex-
cursion FSMs, see Section 3.4. The position oscillation
amplitude in both the radial and vertical directions are
computed as the square root of the signal power in the
frequency range between 10Hz and 100Hz, with the lat-
ter obtained through band-pass filtering. These feed to
the FSMs for position oscillations, introduced in Sec-
tion 3.4. Moreover, the vertical velocity is numerically
derived from the vertical position. Similar to [22], the
multiplication ZerrdZerr/dt is used to indicate unstable
vertical movement events, as mentioned in Section 3.4.

The plasma current and its time-derivative are
used for the plasma current segment states in
Section 3.1. The plasma current is estimated by the
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Figure 7. Block diagram of software components related to the plasma state monitor and supervisory control on the TCV digital
control system. Various reconstruction algorithm outputs are filtered and processed in order to yield suitable inputs to the finite-state
machines. The outputs of the supervisory controller are sent to the actuation resource management and feedback controllers [21],
as shown in Figure 2.

trapeze approximation (see [29]). The time-derivative
of the plasma current is numerically computed and is
low-pass filtered with a second-order filter at a cut-
off frequency of 20Hz is applied to reject the noise
amplification from numerical differentiation.

5.2. Real-time detection of NTMs and locked modes
on TCV

In this subsection, the capabilities of the state monitor
to detect behaviour of several quantities related
to MHD and plasma position control problems is
demonstrated.

The results of the plasma state monitoring in
TCV discharge #57382 are depicted in Figure 8.
In this discharge, a 2/1 NTM grows in amplitude,
while accelerating and decelerating, before locking.
Subsequently, the rotating mode reappears, before
a VDE develops and the plasma disrupts. These
consecutive events are flagged by the state monitor.

In Figure 9, the results of plasma state monitoring
results in TCV discharge #59183 are shown. In this
discharge, a 2/1 NTM accelerates to twice its initial
frequency. Subsequently it disappears while a n =
2 locked mode appears at 1.6s. Although further
analysis in [43] reveals that the mode spins up and

locks consecutively between 1.6s and 2s, these events
happen too fast for the real-time MHD analysis to pick
up. These fast transients can be seen in the magnetics
spectogram. In the last phase of the discharge,
radial and vertical position oscillations develop, before
disrupting.

Design tradeoffs exist between the detection
delay and detection accuracy. In the present
implementation, all input signals u are filtered in
order to reduce fast switching between finite states
due to signal noise. Similarly, a delay is introduced
in filtering out the noise introduced by the numerical
derivation of the NTM acceleration from its frequency.
These delays introduced by the filters propagate to
the state monitor, and will cause delayed (re)actions
by the supervisory controller and the task-executing
algorithms. For the present purposes of control-
focussed experiments on TCV, 10ms of delay between
the physical event and a supervisory control decision
is acceptable.

5.3. Experimental results of integrated kinetic profile
and NTM control on TCV

In this subsection, the capabilities of the supervisory
controller in a TCV discharge to provide prioritized
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Figure 8. Result of event detection for TCV#57382. At time
point À, a 2/1 mode briefly appears. Around t = 0.33s it
appears again and is detected at time point Á. The mode briefly
accelerates and decelerates after time point Â, before locking at
t = 0.69s at time point Ã. The rotating mode reappears at time
point Ä after which a VDE develops and the plasma disrupts at
time point Å.
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Figure 9. Result of event detection for TCV#59183. A 2/1
NTM appears around 0.55s (time point À). After a deliberate
massive neon injection at t = 1.5s (time point Á), the NTM
accelerates to 6kHz. At time point Â, the 2/1 NTM disappears
while an n = 2 locked mode appears. Between 1.6s and 2s,
the mode consecutively unlocks and locks [43], while the plasma
position is oscillating. At time point Ã the plasma disrupts.

control task is demonstrated. A low-density limited
discharge is considered for simultaneous control of
the plasma pressure, safety factor profile and NTMs.
The goal is to control the plasma pressure and
safety factor profile, while suppressing NTMs. The
supervisory controller assigns the priorities to the
tasks. Then, the actuation resource management
distributes command over two EC power supplies and
the poloidally steerable mirrors on three launchers
among the controller algorithms.
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Table 5. Implemented decision logic for the experimental result
in Figure 10.

Task Activation condition Priority

2/1 NTM sta-
bilization

2/1ampl==large OR
2/1ampl==small

p1 = 1

2/1 NTM pre-
emption

2/1ampl==noNTM
AND 0.8 < t < 2

p2 = 0.5

Beta control 0.25 < t < 2 p3 = 0.6

Safety profile
control

0.25 < t < 2 p4 = 0.3

In the present implementation on TCV, two
controllers are interfaced to the supervisory controller
and the actuator management, and a set of control
tasks are designated to each controller (see also [21]).
The control tasks related to rotating mode control,
executed by the NTM controller [41] are

• NTM suppression/stabilization at a specified q =
m/n target,

• NTM preemption at a specified q = m/n target,
• flux surface tracking, i.e. aiming an EC launcher

at a specified q surface without power injection.

The control tasks related to kinetic profile control, ex-
ecuted by the (interchangeable) profile controllers [11–
14] are

• Plasma pressure β control,
• Inverse safety factor profile ι = 1/q control.

For the present purposes, the supervisory control
decisions are programmed by the user. The supervisory
decision logic related to the tasks is shown in Table 5.
Note that the supervisory controller ensures that at
most one of the preemption task and stabilization task
of the 2/1 mode is active at a time: the activating
conditions for these two tasks are mutually exclusive.

In Figure 10, the experimental results of TCV
discharge #57813 are presented. Although the mode
is not stabilized within the time of the discharge. Still,
the supervisory controller evolves the task priorities
among the relevant control tasks as intended by the
user. It first enables the preemption of a 2/1 mode
with limited power on launcher #6. At 1.3s, a 2/1
mode is observed and the supervisor enables the mode
suppression task instead of the mode preemption task.
This prompts the actuator manager to grant full power
availability on launcher #6 to the NTM controller.

Due to technical limitations of the EC system,
the gyrotrons of launcher #4 and #6 are on the same
power supply such that equal power is delivered by
these launchers. Yet, they are not depositing power
on the same location. At 1.8s, the actuator manager
assigns a second EC launcher (#4) to the mode
suppression task. This prompts the NTM controller

Figure 10. Experimental result of simultaneous pressure and
NTM control on TCV #57813. The supervisory controller
executes the decision logic shown in Table 5. Furthermore, the
actuator manager distributes the available EC launchers and
power supplies to the NTM controller and the profile controller.
The appearance of an NTM prompts the supervisory controller
to assign top priority to the stabilization task.

to direct launcher #4 to the resonant surface, where
launcher #4 was previously aimed at the magnetic
axis. This experiment demonstrates the succesful
execution of the implemented supervisory control rules,
and showcases its capability to manage the execution
of multiple control tasks by multiple controllers.
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6. Discussion

In this work, we provide a supervisory controller that
deals with several aspects of advanced plasma control.
The supervisory controller needs to be programmed
by the user according to the intended experimental
needs, similar to [19, 20]. However, extending the
method to include a complete set of functionalities as
required in a reactor is challenging. First, design of
a supervisory controller for a highly complex system
is difficult due to the large dimension of the state
space [44]. Second, manual design of a supervisory
controller for large systems may lead to a supervisor
that contains blocking situations, i.e. when the system
ends up in a state from which it cannot be driven
toward a desired state. A tailored solution from
the control engineering community is the requirement-
driven design procedure [35, 45], which provides an
optimized supervisory controller that is guaranteed
to be non-blocking, correct and controllable. This
solution may be the topic of future work. Yet, the
current proposed method remains generic, promising
and flexible to be extended using a requirement-driven
design procedure.

In this work, the fact that the signal thresholds
that determine the state transitions must be specified
by the user implies that the physical meaning of
the finite states is arbitrary. In other research,
the semantics of events was expressed in terms of
a statistical proximity to disruptions [6, 22]. For
future applications of supervisory control in tokamaks,
the meaning of finite states must be dictated by
requirements on the real-time control capability, which
includes proximity to disruptions.

In the present implementation on TCV, the set
of finite state machines does not cover the complete
set of plasma, hardware and control system states that
is relevant for real-time control as required in future
tokamaks and reactors. As such, this research forms a
proof of concept for supervised plasma control. For the
purposes of experimental tokamaks, only coverage of
states related to the intended experiments is needed, as
done in this work and [19, 20]. In [6, 22], larger sets of
events are considered, in an offline analysis focussed on
disruption causes. Yet, our work can be extended with
additional finite state representations for the plasma,
and is valuable for the application of event detection
to coordination of all relevant control tasks in future
reactors.

Moreover, the selection of available diagnostics
and reconstruction algorithms determines the physical
meaning of the discrete states. In this work, several
states are expressed in terms of plasma quantities,
such as plasma current, position, density, temperature,
safety factor and EC beam deposition. However, the
real-time MHD analysis provides the amplitude of

NTMs and locked modes as being the perturbation
amplitude as observed at the magnetic field coils,
rather than the island width or the magnetic field
perturbation amplitude local to the mode. This
implies that these quantities are not (yet) tokamak-
agnostic. For the present experimental purposes on
TCV, this does not limit the applicability. Yet, in
the future a tokamak-agnostic state representation
is valuable. This allows for developed and proven
controller algorithms that take tokamak-agnostic state
quantities as input to be ported to other tokamak
PCS’s.

7. Conclusions and outlook

7.1. Conclusions

In next-generation tokamaks and reactors, the plasma
control system should deal with the magnetic control
as well as a number of control tasks associated with the
performance and stability of the plasma. These control
tasks will rely on a limited shared set of actuators.
Supervisory control is a necessary component in future
tokamak reactor control systems.

At present, state-of-the-art supervisory control
for advanced plasma control on tokamaks is done at
ASDEX-Upgrade and DIII-D. In our work, feedback
controllers are integrated in a generic architecture for
advanced plasma control to allow for the real-time
coordination of multiple objectives. This work extends
the research at DIII-D by a strict separation between
event detection and execution, which allows for a
modular and extendable architecture

This paper shows the design, implementation and
experimental demonstration of a generic plasma state
monitor and supervisory controller. This supervisory
controller sets the relative priority of various control
tasks, based on a set of finite states of the plasma.
These priorities determine how the available actuators
are allocated to the tasks, which is computed by an
actuator allocation algorithm. The signal thresholds
that determine the boundaries between the finite states
must be specified by the user, and need to be adjusted
according to the experimental needs of the user. In this
way, the supervisory controller ensures that the most
important task at any time has highest priority, since
it coordinates all tasks.

In the implementation on TCV, the monitored
discrete states are the real-time estimated NTM
state, discharge segment, locked mode amplitude and
plasma position excursions, oscillations and vertical
displacement events.

This work showed that the proposed framework
can be used to carry out experiments on TCV with
real-time centralized prioritization of control tasks,
which can be programmed by the user. In this
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paper, we have shown real-time event detection and
supervisory control for a set of plasma states. More
specifically, we have demonstrated examples of rotating
mode, mode lock and plasma displacement monitoring,
as well as an experimental result of supervisory control
of multiple control tasks based on NTM occurence.
In the latter, the supervisory controller distributes
priority among NTM control tasks and kinetic profile
control tasks.

The plasma state monitor and supervisory
controller are suited to perform physics experiments
on TCV. Moreover, this work supports the integration
of control capabilities for ITER and DEMO.

7.2. Outlook

In the future, depending on the real-time available
diagnostic signals and plasma state reconstruction
algorithms, the number of state machines and discrete
states can be extended at will to monitor more
complex situations. This is facilitated by the generic
architecture of the proposed PCS. Our generic layout
can be easily extended with additional discrete states
that cover the entire range of physical and technical
events. The latter includes both hardware as well as
control system events and states.

The semantics of the discrete states may be refined
using physics interpretation, statistical analysis [6,
22], as well as hardware and software design
specifications [3]. Future applications of the finite-
state modeling framework include development of
generic algorithms to assess the plasma health
and proximity to disruptions based on tokamak-
independent representations of the plasma state, from
physics interpretation or statistics. These can be
tested on existing devices before being ported to larger
machines.

In this work, some of the plasma states are not
defined in terms of tokamak-agnostic quantities. In the
future, a real-time reconstruction of the MHD mode
width based on the equilibrium and coil geometry can
provide a tokamak-agnostic interpretation of the MHD
states.

Note that the control tasks in this work are limited
to control of performance and stability quantities.
First, additional tasks may be added, e.g. related
to control of other MHD, fusion burn and impurity
removal [46]. Second, the domain of tasks may be
extended to include plasma termination and emergency
handling tasks [3, 7, 47].
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